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28th May 1947

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): The meeting is called to order.

I call upon the First Delegate of India, Mr. Chundrigar,

for a statement on Chapter IV.

THE HON. MR. ISMAIL I. CHUNDRIGAR (India): Mr. Chairman,

I appreciate your courtesy in giving me this opportunity of making

a few general observations in respect of the chapter on Economic

Development which we are now discussing, as you may be aware,

India attaches the greatest importance to the question of the

economic development or the loss developed countries, and nothing

has gratified us more than the way in which the point of view of

such countries presented by our Delegation was sought to be met

at the London Conference. It has paved the way for the success

of this Meeting, and I feel sure that if the same spirit of

accommodation, understanding and co-operation inspires our work

during the present session, as I have no doubt it does, our labours

will come to a successful conclusion.

We are glad of the recognition explicit in this Chapter that

the only true basis ofan expansion of international trade lies in

an increase in the standards of living of all the peoples of the

world, and that trade is but a means towards that purpose and not

an end in itself. We therefore welcome those Articles in the

Charter which express not only the common interests of aIl the

nations in the productive use of the world's human all natural

resources but which spell out the obligations or the more advanced

countries to co-operate with the international organisations in

the attainment of that objective. The facilities required for

rapid economic development are not equally available to all nations,

and unless the more fortunate countries which have capital funds,
technical skill and equipment are prepared to share their resources
and knowledge with those which lack them, there would be no abiding
basis or advance. I realise the difficulty of defining in more
precise terms the responsibility of the advanced countries in regard
to the provision of such facilities but it seems to me that, it is of
the utmost importance that the obligation should not be regarded as
a mere formality or just a pious hope.
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THE HON.MR.I.I..CHUNDRIGAR (India) (Contd.): One of the features

of the revised Charter which has aroused real interest in India is

the assignment of certain positive functions to the Trade

Organization. The doubt as to whether it is competent to under-

take the task of providing technical assistance for completing the

plans of Member countries has now been dispelled, and I understand

that this function will be regarded as falling within its soope. I

hope that the Development Commission which will be set up under the

ITO will be able to arrange fair and reasonable terms for the supply

of technical and other services, partly directly but perhaps mainly

indirectly by linking the supply of such services to the points of

urgent need. Such a task well-done will give a new orientation

to the function and purpose of the ITO and I am sure that this

combination of trade and development functions, far from weakening

its structure, will make it more effective and valuable.

For these reasons, Mr. Chairman, I consider this chapter to be

something like a charter of development for the relatively under-

developed countries and I should be sorry if anything is done

either to bring into it matter extraneous to it or likely to alter

its face and character. On the other hand the chapter needs

considerable retoning in many parts. I am not satisfied with the

grudging and apologetic way in which the right of protection is

sought to be recognised and conceded. As one reads Article 13

one cannot help feeling that those who were responsible for drafting

it were still in the grip of the laissez faire philosophy, although

they were prepared to make a departure in exceptional cases. The

whole spirit is still that of free trade, modified only to suit

the cases of particular industries.. Now if I may express myself

frankly, that kind of philosophy has no bearing on present day

conditions in a large part of the world. If the purpose of this
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Charter is to promote higher standards of living and full

employment- and I note that it is one of the foremost of its

objectives -then our attitude to protective measures should not be

to condemn them but to secure their judicious use, having regard

to the circumstances of each country.

I need hardly stress the fact that we in India are committed

to a policy of rapid economic development, and the measures that

we shall employ should primarily be judged in the light of their

effectiveness in achieving that object. We cannot afford to

discard any necessary instruments for enabling us to reach our

goal quickly, but that is not to say that we are oblivious to their

international aspects. We cannot accept the general proposition

implied in the Report that Quantitative regulations for protective

purposes are inherently bad and therefore inadmissible. In

framing this Charter we should take care that no obsession with

past experience is allowed to blind us to the valuable and indeed

essential part which they can play in the development o the

resources of under-developed countries, provided, of course, they

are employed for constructive purposes. It all depends upon the

purpose for which such restrictions are employed and the manner of

their use. It is not difficult to devise adequate safeguards

against their abuse, but it would be unfortunate indeed if we were

called upon to discard this instrument merely because of the manner

in which it has been used by some countries in the past.

That Quantitative Restrictions cannot be avoided altogether

and that in some circumstances they are perfectly justified has

been accepted in the Charter. If countries in Balance-of-Payments

difficulties may be permitted to employ them, I cannot see any

legitimate ground for denying their use for protective purposes.

There are cases where protection by tariffs will be unduly

J.
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burdensome to the national economy, whereas quantitative regulations

may have less injurious effects on trade and on the domestic

industry as a whole. Poorer countries cannot employ the method of

subsidy as easily as the richer countries Hence the Charter

should permit the use of quantitative restrictions whenever

necessary. I agree, however, that suitable limitations should be

prescribed to ensure against any use of quantitative restrictions.

The Amendments to Section C of Chapter V of which my Delegation

has given notice will achieve that object.

In conclusion I shall permit myself to make one general

observation. I speak mainly for India; but believe me,

Mr. Chairman, I cannot help feeling that I am reflecting the feelings

and points of view of a large section of the peoples of the world.

I am very anxious that this conference should succeed. It can

succeed only if the genuine difficulties and needs of all countries

are properly appreciated and met. We must not fail. On the

success of this Conference depends the well-being of the whole

world, and I hope that every country represented here will make its

full contribution to the achievement of common agreement.
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AHLMRWAN nterp.etatronriz):wouldI like tohankVht^e

First Delegateof India for his remarks which, as our

applause hac oertnirlyestifed, ihave verm iuch interested the

mmission..

Gentlemen, we now gooon with our work and leave the lofty

hills to whcoh the remarks of Mr. Chundrigar have broughtuUs

and come back to the desert of real afcts. e new¶come to

Article 13, Governmental Assistance to conomico ecvelpmentt.
Agre~atmiumbero, amendments haebesna brugiht to the

atenftintoOf he %Charx. he' ivr!'nuniu.Licome fromu Chile;

New Zealand; Australia; CeCcosloak ia; Chi ; United Kingdom;

from As.tralia ghanf; eLbaonan d he NeNthreladas. hie

Indian Delegation had also propoesd an amendment, which aws

supported by China, Cuba and New Zealand, but I understand that

the nTdanu Deeg-ation has decided not to bring its amendment

before the Conference now and will brngj it forardi on the

occsi!on of the discussion of another Article.

The mendmentWs whichare efiore us are of a very diverse

nature. On oe- side wef_nd amendments of Delgfations who find

tei Article much too long and much too detailed, and who are

proposing a certain very much simplified text for this Article.

On the other hand, we have Delegations who think that this

Article is not long enough and not detailed enough, and want

to make some additions to teo present Draft. So as to have

some order in our discussion, gentlemen, I would like to call

on the different Delegations I have just mentioned, and ask

them to explain their pointso:f view. The first Delegate

I am calling on is the Delegate of Chile.

I
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M. F. GARCIA-OLDINI (Chile) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman,
we have submitted two amendments on this Article. The first one

deals with paragraph 1, and the other is a substitute for

paragraph 2. Both are complementary and must be examined in the

light of the other. As far as the first paragraph is concerned

it says only in the present text that this aid will take the form

of protective measures. We suggest saying that it will take the

form of protective and other measures. What we want to do by

this is to enlarge the meaning of the words in the present text.

We find that, as it is, the present text is too narrow and might

even be aquivocal . We want to enlarge this meaning with the

point of view that we have already expressed here before, and we

believe that it would be useful to put this small addition which

we suggest to paragraph 1. You will remember that the first

delegate of our country has already expressed here the idea that

it is not always enough to finance a new industry - to give it the

capital it needs. It is sometimes necessary also, at least at

the beginning of its development, to assure a market for this new

industry and here we come back to the question of an arrangement

with governments, especially in contiguous countries - an

arrangement through which the necessary markets can be assured.

Our aim in enlarging paragraph 1 in this sense is,therefore,to

cover this point. We want to go further than the purely

customary measures which would probably be understood by the simple

word of protection. If this is done, if our suggestion is

accepted, then paragraph R must be modified, and this is the

reason why we suggested a new text for paragraph 2. This text is

inspired by the discussion of New York, andit simply puts the

contents of paragraph 2 in better agreement with the idea we have
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just expressed. You have the text before you, I do not think I

have to read it, and I hope that, after the debate and various

declarations that will be made here, you will examine it with all

good will. Our amendment does not go quite as far as we would

have wished it to go, but it would already be a satisfactory step

towards the aim which we are pursuing here.

Mr. L.C. WEBB (New Zealand): Mr. Chairman, the delegation of

New Zealand, in order to avoid any unnecessary delay in the

consideration of the Charter, does not desire to press a discussion

of its amendment to Article 13 at this stage. Our position is

that we have lodged an amendment to Article 33. In the event of

our amendment to Article 33 succeeding, we would, in any case, not

desire to proceed with the amendment to 13. We therefore, Sir,

with your permission, would seek to reserve our position on

Article 13, in order that we may, if necessary come back to our

amendment. Apart from that, I would only say that the delegation

of New Zealand, as far as Article 13 generally is concerned,

would be in favour of any changes which would have the effect of

adding simplicity and brevity.

Dr. H.C. COOMBS (Australia): Mr. Chairman, the purpose of

the suggested Australian amendment to Article 13 is, firstly to

ensure that all applications for permission to use protective

measures other than those permitted under the Charter, should

receive as expeditions treatment as possible. Certain phases

of the amendment are designed : furthermore, to make the Article a

little easier to read. So far as the first purpose is concerned,

it is clear that this procedure does dependsubstantially for its
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success upon the expeditious handling of applications, and that can

be achieved only with the goodwill of the countries whose trade

would be affected by the action proposed. It is important,

therefore, that it should be made clear in the Article, 80 far as

is practicable, that it is the obligation of any country whose

trade is affected, and the obligation of the Organization itself

not to use the obvious complexity and difficulty of this type of

procedure merely as a means of putting obstacles in the road of

achievement of the purposes of the country making the application.

If the Article is in fact, to serve the purpose which it was

designed to serve, that is to give a certain flexibility to, the

protective programmes of the countries carrying out the development

of an industrial character, then it is essential that the

application should be dealt with promptly. We therefore propose

three minor amendments to the present draft. In paragraph 2 we

suggest the inclusion of the words which will require that the

Organization is to determine, at the earliest opportunity, whether

or not it concurs in the proposed measure or any modification

thereof. In paragraph 2(b) a requirement is placed on members to

commence any negotiations required within such period as the

Organization may prescribe, and to continue with such negotiations,

unless the Organization otherwise approves,with a view to reaching

substantial agreement as early as practicable. A new paragraph 3

is proposed instructing the Organization to determine procedures far

Article 13 that will enable a determination to be reached and such

release as may be appropriate to be granted as early as practicable.

_ 9 _
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Consideration was given to the possibility of laying down

a precise time-table, with maximum limits during which the various

stages of the procedure proposed should be completed. It was

felt, however, that that might very well defectthe purpose we

have in mind. Some of those applications should be capable of
with

being dealt with promptly, within a minimum time;withothers, where

major items of trade are concerned and a number of countries

perhaps vitally affected, it is clear that an adequate consideration

of the issues might legitimately take some time. We have sought,

therefore, merely to embody in a general way in the Article words

which make it clear that it is the obligation of all concerned

to expedite the procedure contemplated.

In order to simplify the reading of the wording, we suggest

that Paragraph 2 (a) be broken up into sub-paragraphs, and Para-

graph 2 (b) also be broken up into three sub-paragraphs. I

think the details of our amendments have been made available to

Members .

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of China.

H.E. Mr. N.J.WU (China); Mr. Chairman, this paragraph lays

down the procedure to be followed by a Member who, in the interests

of its programme of economic development, contemplates any pro-

tective measure which would conflict with any other provision of

the Charter or with any obligation it may have assumed through

tariff negotiations with any other Member or Members. From the

point of view of the protecting Member, especially an under-

developed country, with loss economic stability, the disadvantages

of such a course are obvious.

In the first place, such a Member, in order to achieve its

developmental programme, must have some freedom of action to make
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prompt and appropriate adjustments of its economic conditions

from time to time. Yet this freedom will be incompatible with

the requirement heroin provided for, to notify the Organisation

beforehand and await the latter to infom Members whose trade

would be substantially affected by the proposed measure so as to

obtain their views. Such a procedure is bound to be too slow to

meet the urgent necessity for protection. Moreover, it is by

no means easy to ascertain in advance. Whether and how the trade

off any other Member or Members would be "substantially affected"

by the proposed measure. In other words, the would-be

effect cannot be predicted accurately until after the enforcement

of the measure. Only then will it be useful for such consultations

to be held on the basis of known results and will the Organisation

be in a position to assist the Members concerned to reach an

agreement harmonizing their conflict of interests.

Another objection is that such a procedure may, by causing

leakage of vital information on the contemplated measure, also

lead to market disturbances which may be attempted by other

countries to the detriment of the interests of the protecting

country end thus defeat beforehand the very purpose of the

protection.
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For this reason the Chinese delegation proposes the following

amendmentotA irciole 1, paragraph 2, sub-paragraph (a):

That "he words considers it desirable to" in lines 2 and 3 be

deleted: the word "adopt" should therefore be changed to "adopts":

and then the word "proposed" that appears in lines 11, 14, 16 and

22 should also be deleted.

Then at the bottom of sub-paragraph (b) which reads: "subject
to sucli lmatetions as may here been agreed upon in the negotiations

between the Members concerned or such further limitations as the

Organization may impose," the Chenase delegation proposes to delete

that phrase which read: . " such limitations as may hevc

bnea agre d.upon in the negotiations between the Memberc ocnceenod."

(After Interpretation, continued): With regard to ehl 3ast

paragraph of the translation, the Chinese delegation also proposes

a deletion at the bottom of sub-paragraph (b). it did not appear

in my paper but I gave it verbally. The Chinese delegation pro-

poses, at the ttcr m'of sub-paragraph (b), to delete a phrase which

reads:

"such, limitations as may have been agreed upon in

the negotiations between the Members concerned."

Mr.STANIALLVIN11OVSKY (Czechoslovakia) (Interpretation ):

I think I might explain the reasons which moved us to propose our

amendment. W be find at the beginning oAf rticle 13 the words "to

promote the establishment or reconstruction of parciular in-

dustries". The Czechoslovaan s delegation assumed therefore that

paragraph 2 should also make sure the realisation of these two

objectives. However, this intention should be clearly specified

again in paragraph 2, as, if such were not the case, it would not

be obvious that the procedure established iAn rticle 13 also applies

to the measures dictated by the necessity of reconstruction. By

RPC /T/A/PV//P.
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the words "reconstruction of particular industries" we understand

not only the reconstruction of factories destroyed during the war,

but Czechoslovskia finds horself after the war in a new situation

which compels her to rebuild entirely the structure of her in-

dustry. This procedure might necessitate a period of time longer

than that provided for, because it is a very important reconstruc-

tion plan which will deal also with the structure ofher production.

It is a reconstruction which has a lot in common with the first

establishment of some industries and the economic development in

general.

That is why our delegation proposed that the word "reconstruc-

tion" be also inserted in paragraph 2 of Article 13.
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CHAIRMAN: The delegate of the United Kingdom.

MR. J.R.C. HELMORE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, the

amendments that we have put down to this Article are directed in

part to a point which the delegate for China has just mentioned

that is, the need for speed. Without departing from the principle

which was generally agreed in London, though subject to some

reservations, that the prior approval of the Organization was the

right principle on which to construct this paragraph. We have felt

that a reasonable criticism could be made that thare were infinite

possibilities of delay. Our amendment, therefore, proceeds in the

first place in paragraph 2(a) to lay down a time table during which

the Organization and the members affected shall carry out the

procedure there.

In the case of a measure which does not fall under paragraph

2(b), that is to say a measure which does not conflict with an

Obligation especially assumed through negotiations with other

Members, we go on to say in paragraph 2(d) that if the Organization

has not reached determination in five months, the Member may adopt

the proposal of which it has given notice, subject to the undertaking

that it will withdraw it if in the end the decision of the

Organization is country to this.

We then deal with another point in our proposed new paragraph

2(e) which appears on page 13 of the Amendment paper. That is

simply a transitional povision to . that what I might call,

perhaps, a 2(c) measure in operation at the time of the entry into

force of the Charter shall continue until the Organisation has

reached a determination about it. The only obligation on the

Member is to inform the Organization promptly that is to say,

within two calendar months after the entry into force of the Charter,

of a 2(c) measure which is to continue.



If I might be allowed to refer for one moment to the Australian

amendment, I think I see the same spirit in the forming of their

amendment as in the forming of ours. In particular, they have

picked up one point which vve have not picked up, that is, in 2(b)

they propose an additional paragraph (2) - those are the underlined

words toward the bottom of page 11 - which would apply the same

sort of expeditious treatment for a 2(b) measure as we have

sugested for a 2(c) measure.

MR .G. HAKIM (Lebanon): Mr. Chairman, article 13 contains a

recognition of the principle that protected measures may be necessary

in the interests of industrialization. Article 15 allows a member

to take measures which are inconsistent with the provisions of the

Charter, if these measures are studied by the Organization and then

the Organization permits the Member to take such measures. The

Organization is authorised to release a Member of its obligation

under the Charter in the interests of industrial development.

The purpose of our amendment which adds a sub-paragraph (d)

to paragraph 2 is to draw attention to a problem which is special

to small nations. It is aspecial problem which small nations

meet in their efforts to develop their industries. Industry in

small nations is hampered by the absence of a sufficiently large

market without which modern low-cost industry, efficient low-cost

industry, cannot develop.

if every small nationis last to its own resources and to its

own efforts, it will find itself incapable of developing industry

ins[ote of all the conditions which it may have and which may be

favourable to the development of industry.
way

There is one/out of this difficulty which the small nations meet,

and that is for a number of small nations to come together in a

regional arrangement and thus provide a widermarket for their

industrial products.
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It is a protective measure. Such regional arrangements

are protective measures, because these small nations provide

protection for each others products in the wider market which

they establish.

The Charter of the United Nations sneaks of regional

arrangements as an exception in the interests of economic

development. Our Amendment proposes to set in words a recognition

of the necessity of such regional arrangements for small nations,

All it says is that the Organisation should give the most

favourable consideration to any proposal for regional arrangements

which two or more Members present to it. There is no attempt

here to permit these small nations to take measures which are

against the permission of the ITO. There is only a desire to

have the principle recognized that these small nations have a

special problem which should be given the most favourable

consideration by the ITO.

This Amendment would make it possible for the small nations

to look forward to the future with greater hope for the develop-

ment of their industries. Without this Amendment the ITO takes

no recognition of this special problem, and while it may study

the problem of the small nations for the purpose of industrial-

isation, still it does not give a special recognition to the

problem which is a very vital problem for the development of the

industry of small nations.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. GOTZEN (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, the Netherlands

Delegation has had the honour to submit for the consideration of

the Committee two Amendments of Article 13 with the same purpose.

We are fully in accordance with guarantees against misuse

provided for in the second paragraph of this Article; but in
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our opinion these guarantees should be supplemented by one which

would make it possible to limit the duration of all measures

taken for what I might call "educational protection". Iit is for

this purpose that we have submitted our first Amendment.

As to our second Amendment, purporting to be an addition of

a new paragraph 3 to Article 13. We may remind the Commission of

the insertion proposed by the Indian Delegation of a new

Article 26(a) on quantitative restrictions for protective purposes.

We will endorse the general idea underlying this proposal, although

at this stage not binding ourselves as to the exact wording.

However, we wish to point out that in our view the Indian

Amendment, if adopted, at any rate, will have to be completed, by

some provisions for the fixation of a time limit prior to which

the restrictions should be revoked. These regulations should,

we think, find their place in Article 13. and we have therefore

submitted this second Amendment. Thank you.
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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Regarding this Article 13,

I think that it would also be useful to hear the Indian

Delegation, who had previously submitted an amendment which

was withdrawn but which, nevertheless, raises one of the

questions which have been raised in particular by the

Delegate of the Netherlands.

Dr. P.S. LOKANATHAN (India): Mr. Chairman, the Indian

Delegation have really two amendments to Article 13. One

relates to the first sentence of Paragraph 1 of Article 13.

We think that in the way that sentence has been framed it is

somewhat halting and vague, and does not wholly satisfy our

feelings. Protection seems to be regarded in this first

paragraph of Article 13 as not very desirable, but something

to which we have got to be reconciled, and we do not share

that :feeling at all. We feel that countries situated like

ours, which form the majority of countries and also the

majority of the populations of the world, have quite a

different philosophy with regard to that.

We feel that protection should be regarded not as a

mere concession to weakness, but as a legitimate instrument

for development. Therefore, our amendment tries to put

that a little more clearly. We wish to say that such

assistance in the form of protective measures is justified;
I do not think there is really much difference in substance,

but it does seems to us that the way in which it has been

drafted suggests, if I may say so, a sort of superiority

complex, and we do not want that sort of complex to be present

in thearticle.

V
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The second amendment which, for certain reasons, we felt

could be taken at a later stage al ng.with Article 26, may

also be considered at this stage, not only because some

consequential amendments may have to be moved insreap6ct of

Article 13; but also because we feel that we should not take

the risk oe b6ing told that we are too late. Therefore,eth6

purport of our amendment which wgs nginZ to be moved later

might a well be indicated here.

Broadly speaking, the amendments that have been moved

today are designed to speud'p-cedure ar andto get the

Organisation to give an expeditious answer to questions put

by countries which want to resort qu cjantitaeivo regulations.

We welcome those amendments insofar as they speed up procedure,

but we also feel that those amendments : .ot go to the root of

the difficulty. That has been clearly seatGd by the Deleeat6

of China. We allefel that if conditions were such that we

had to use quantitative regulations for protective purposes,

then we lou d not afford to wait as g as- a Article 13

implies. Thereforee wc do feel that someserSeeve eowOr must

be left with the countries which seqk ouantitative regulations

so thatath!t powergmi ht be exercised, in the first instance,

without having go co to the Organization.

It seems to us that that is a funeamontal matter. In

the first place ae cre willing, for instance, go ,ive oomplete

satisfaction to countries which feel affected thereby, and

therefore if any country is affected byethu use qf Cuantiiat.ve

regulations obyer zouccantries then thct pom.laimt nugt Co to

the Organization, and the countries who oppose quantitative

regulations must certaingy ,o and discuss the matter. We

are quite willing for that.

E//A/Th/PV/3V
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We are also willinS to set definite limits to the use of

quantitaltive re~ulations: they oan bc explicity stated and

provision made in Article 7. We do not minor what those limit-

etiops are. We have in our own amendm6nt Dut forward one

definite limit.pe If that is not enou.h, we shall be .rupared

te consi er what other limits may be fixcd, but-the point we

tantons, whateiee ihe that onco trc1lnit,ti;,, w1.:l.vCr t.y

be,ble of theirll-ni t;-outs'trbitut bc ,blt, J)f t-m*i

accons on thepo;e 3Lidtitati-ar itc,tio..j , . ->6tk~ttiunj th-t

they emtify tv itcb-iafixru invlrtcl 7. The countries

mue brilefiatbeforeloe ZancpX41y th.- cziterL. o~z thcy .doit

Anotrheraspoencannottais. Ne cite se tht w zczot ;;low

plied in caseswhere there is l ir c . th,.r i,

eenthe countriesutX4_.s tVwk.' th4 c.jujtrhis which want to

the countriesvehr maul tisrs azd w;o .y be

9ctcGrespec ofanherproduct say in xcFcot S J'.xoduwot

quantitative regulations, if the _U-jtitjtii~QjU;tiJ i t .

to an agreement by chaea 1.uLv tct by : t atic-,

the p v.edure adopted it discussedroccUwra :%tCuyt orcurd

in .cxticle 13, 2 (a), (b) and (o is followed.

If I may sum Lw.stinon, Mrsa Chairman,. I wat to &y

e regulations arenot wholl-aWuudiitLa1 Z.r U otuly aucesirkble -

r1yecc'En, . uatC;ior 0:otchtio.anSecondly, that t.y c.xbe
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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): In the document W/125, prepared

by the Secretariat, we find the following note. The delegation

for Cuba has made reservations with regard to this paragraph at the
are

Drafting Committee. These observations/on paragraph 2(a), sub-

paragraph (b), and the delegation of Cuba has stated that it may

propose either to redraft the whole of the Article or to transfer

corresponding provisions in the Article which would be inserted

after Article 26. I would like, in view of this, to ask the

Cuban delegation whether it wishes to speak at present or to defend

the amendment at the time of the discussion of Article 26?

Mr. R.L. FRESQUET (Cuba): Mr. Chairman, cuba not only has

withdrawn the reservations to paragraph 2 of Article 13, but also

has withdrawn the support to the alternative draft of Article 13

made in New York. This statement does not mean that Cuba is not

on the same footing as those nations who favoured the draft of

Article 13 in New York, so we are exact in the procedure to

consider the new draft that would be presented for the consideration

of the Committee. we think that this attitude will ease the drafting

work of the Sub-Committee that we foresee will have to be appointed

to deal with this Article.

CHAIRMAN ( Interpretation): I believe that we have studied all
the amendment which have been submitted. I assume that no other

delegate wishes to submit an amendment.

Dr. H.C. COOMBS (Australia): I do not know whether you wish

to deal with this now, but the Australian delegation has submitted

a suggested draft for an addition to Article 13 A. It deals with

the same subject matter as the other Article 13, and if you wishe I

E/PC/T/A/PV/3
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could indicate the purpose of that suggested addition now.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): I guite agree. The Committee

would like to hear your suggestion.

Dr. H.C. COOMBS (Australia): Mr. Chairman, we propose, in

Article 13 A, to provide a transition period for countries on

first joining the Organization, during which they may abandon or

seek the approval of the Organization for the continuance of

measures which conflict with the Charter, but which are already in

operation. We do not wish to suggest any difference of view from

that embodied in Article 13, but it does seem to us that there may

well be countries who are employing measures of a protective

character precluded under the Charter, which would take a little

time to wind up and perhaps to be dealt with by alternative means

permitted undet the Charter. We suggest that this transition

period should be granted therefore, during which the use of those

measures could continue provided that there was provision for other

countries to complain against them and for the countries concerned

to seek the approval of the Organization for their continuance.

Our proposal is, we believe, an essentially administrative one since

we consider that there may be serious embarrassments created for

some countries if some of those existing practices are required

to be eliminated overnight.
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CHAIRMAN(Interpretation): Gentlemen, after the statements

we have heard this morning, our task appears to be a very diffi-

cult one indeed. I think it is impossible to refer all the

amendments purely and simply to the Sub-Committee without a

debate here. At the same time, it does not seem that there is

the possibility of a general discussion on all these amendments,

which are all so different. It would be useful, however, to

have a general discussion on some of the principles included in

these amendments. I myself see five guiding principles.

First of all there is a tendency, which we find embodied

in the Chilean amendment, to make of Article 13 an Article

dealing with principles which would not be too rigid as far as

procedural questions are concerned. On the other hand, we have

the tendency shown in some of the amendments - in particular,

those submitted by the United Kingdom and Australia - to have

very precise limits of procedure.

There is a third question. It is the question of preference

agreements, which has been raised by the Delegate for the Lebanon

and which is covered implicitly in the Chilean proposal.

There is a fourth question, raised in particular by the

Delegate for India - the question of quantitative restrictions.

We might wonder whether we should study this question now or

wait until we reach Article 26.

Finally we have the question just raised by the Delegate

of Australia, about the countries which might join or would like

to join the I. T. O. This would be a new Article,13A.
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Therefore, if the Committee is in agreement, we might discuss

these various points. We might have an exchange of views of all

the Delegations, so that the Sub-Committee would have the

opinions of all the Members of this Committee at the time when it

has to reconcile the various texts and to make a final draft.

The debate is now open on the first two questions A have

mentioned; that is to say, are we going to accept the Chilean

proposal, tending to have Article 13 as an Article of principle

without too rigid rules of procedure, or, on the contrary, are we

going to accept the United Kingdom and Australian proposals,

tending precisely to limit the procedure and accelerate it.

The Delegate of Brazil.

Mr.J.G.TORRES (Brazil): Mr. Chairman, we were hoping

to have a chance to indicate the position of our Delegation

vis-à-vis Article 13, and we presume this is the right time for

it.

We do not deem it advisable to add to the already numerous

amendments any new ones. We clearly realism that would make

our work even more difficult and we thought it would be better

to hear the views of the different delegations and then suggest

our own.
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MR. J.G.IORRES (Brazil) (Contd.): It seems that in

considering Article 15 we are up against three main difficulties.

We have recognised that the Article is rather involved. We have

recognised that the procedure could possibly be expedited and that

it could possibly be improved in its drafting.

We have also, or at least the majority of the delegates that

have spoken this morning, indicated that might be desirable to

give to the Article a certain degree of flexibility which it does

not have now by making it possible for countries to adopt these

measures before the ITO decided on them, as long as these measures

are promptly made known to the ITO.

The delegate for India has pointed out a very interesting

problem - the problem that we should not consider protection as any

disease or any evil, but as a legitimate affair introduced in the

interests of countries that need to develop.

I would therefore submit, Mr. Chairman, that possibly after

having heard the views of the other delegations we adopt the

Australian draft as a working paper as it seems to me to be very

well prepared. It seems to have taken into consideration all the

main points and that when it is considered as a working paper, the

point of giving to protection a bettor standing, and the question

of the possibility of allowing for the countries to take measures

simultaneously with the communication to the ITO, be considered..

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Is there any other delegate

wishing to speak?

M. F.G. OLDINI (Chile) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, the

debate has shown the reality of the very many means of assuring

protection, and the first Chilean amendment has found itself

justified by the reasons given, even by those who spoke from another
point of view or with different aims.

As for our second amendment, we must consider the various
aspects of the question. As the delegate for India rightly pointed

out and as the delegate for Brazil just pointed out also, the protection
is really a right which springs from a vital necessity, and our

proposal is based precisely on that point of view.

Iw~.1- i-
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Our proposal stresses the measures taken by Governments.

It status if a Member in the interests of its programme of

economic development adds any protective or other measures of

whatsoever kind, etc., and if such measure affects the trade of

another Member, the latter may apply to the Organisation. We

might add, perhaps, some words indicating that the Organisation

may be informed if necessary.

Our point of view is that this necessity appears only in

the case when the measures of protection taken may affect or

damage the economy of a third country. Then a system of consult

-ation might be applied more or less rigidly. We think that it

might be important to try and reach a middle course between

the flexibility which we propose and between the rigidity

proposed by other speakers. We think, indeed, that some rules

are necessary, but these rules should be sufficiently flexible,

and based on logic.

If we take as a basis of discussion, as the Delegate for

Brazil has pointed nut, one or other of the proposals before us

which are based on completely different conceptions and which

pursue completely different aims, I think we shall complicate very

much the problem; but if at the time when the various

Delegations have expressed in detail their opinion we decide that

it might be easy or easier for the Sub-Commission to choose among

the opinions expressed, and retain from each other's proposals

those which might be beneficial to the Organisation and acceptable
to the different Members, then I think it would not be too

difficult to find a text of compromise between the various views

expressed.
CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): I think it is quite impossible to

finish the discussion at present. Therefore I propose to adjourn

until this afternoon at 3 o'clock. At that time we shall pursue the

discussion now engaged, and immediately after we shall deal with
the U.S. Amendment on Investment and Movement of Capital.

The Meeting rose at 12.45 p.m.


